
February 2018 Bar Examination

ESSAY I

Rob and Ann were high school sweethearts and began living together in Atlanta after
college.   Ann soon became pregnant and gave birth to a son, Charlie.  After Charlie's birth,
Rob and Ann were married.  Two years later, another son, Brian, was born.  Rob was a
proud and adoring father to both boys.

Ann was often verbally and physically abusive towards Rob.  Ann never, however, directed
her abuse towards the children.   One night, Ann became belligerent and stabbed Rob with
a butcher knife.  Ann subsequently moved out the home, and the parties divorced. 

Under the divorce decree, and by consent of the parties, Rob and Ann shared joint legal
custody of their sons, but Rob was awarded sole physical custody.  Ann had visitation
rights on alternating weekends, but Rob often allowed Ann to spend extra time with the
boys.  The divorce decree required Ann to pay Rob a small amount of child support, but
she never made these payments.  Rob never sought to compel Ann's payments.

Rob subsequently married Marie. Marie, a schoolteacher, noticed signs of learning
difficulties in both boys, and Rob enrolled them both in private school.  Rob never asked
for or received any assistance from Ann with tuition costs.  As parents, Rob and Marie were
loving but firm. 

Ann remarried and divorced, after pushing her second husband down a flight of stairs.  
Ann then moved to Florida and married Mitch.  Ann entered counseling to address her
anger management problems, and she has never been abusive towards Mitch.  

After Ann and Mitch married, Charlie and Brian continued to live with Rob and Marie during
the school year and had extended visits with Ann and Mitch on holidays and during the
summer.

Rob and Marie began to notice problems with Charlie's attitude and behavior, particularly
following visits with Ann and Mitch, whose parenting style was less rule-oriented than
theirs.  Charlie became bad-tempered and withdrawn, and began bullying Brian. 

On January 1, 2017, Charlie turned 14, and, shortly thereafter, he announced that he
wanted to live with Ann.  Ann then petitioned the court for a modification of custody. 

Please answer the following questions:

1.  Does Charlie have the right to make the election to live with Ann? If so:

a.  What is the standard the court will use and what are the factors  the court will consider
in connection with this election? 



b.  Can Charlie's election by itself constitute a basis for the court to award the requested
modification? 

2.  Assume the court allows Charlie to live with Ann.  At the time, Brian is 12 years old. If
Brian expresses a strong preference to live wherever Charlie lives, would the court be likely
to consider Brian's wishes?  

3.  Assume the court grants sole physical custody of both boys to Ann and orders Rob to
pay child support.  What factors will the court consider in making the child support award?

4.  Assume that, during their divorce proceedings, the parties had not agreed on custody
and Ann had sought sole custody of both boys.  Would Rob's custody rights with regard to
Charlie have been different than his custody rights with regard to Brian?  Why or why not? 

Please explain each of your answers fully. 

ESSAY II

On Saturday morning, the Small Town Police received a 911 phone call from Kellie.  Kellie
told the police she had just seen a truck with a vanity plate reading "Speedy" pass her on
Highway 10 at a high rate of speed.  Kellie went on to tell the dispatcher that it appeared
the driver of the truck was texting with one hand, driving with the other hand, and not
looking at the road.

This information was given to Officer Russell of the Small Town Police Department five
minutes later, while he was eating a doughnut near the Shrimp Shack in downtown Small
Town.  Minutes later, Officer Russell heard a loud crash from the direction of the Shrimp
Shack.  Within seconds, Officer Russell arrived at the Shrimp Shack and saw that a truck
with a vanity plate reading "Speedy" had crashed through a large window of the Shrimp
Shack.

Officer Russell was immediately approached by Ginger, a pedestrian, who was holding a
small child.  She screamed, "He just drove straight through the red light and into the Shrimp
Shack! He almost killed us!"

Officer Russell went into the Shrimp Shack to find the driver of the truck ("Driver")
unconscious at the wheel.  Shrimpy, the owner of the Shrimp Shack, was lying on the floor
ten feet away.  He told Officer Russell that the impact knocked him down.  He added that
his low back was in extreme pain.

Shrimpy sued Driver in the Superior Court of South County, Georgia, seeking damages for
causing injury to his back.  Driver denied the allegations in the Complaint and claimed the
accident was unavoidable because he was cut off by an unknown vehicle.  Driver also
asserted that Shrimpy's injuries pre-dated the accident.

During discovery, Shrimpy's counsel subpoenaed Driver's cell phone records from Driver's



wireless company.  The records showed that a series of eight text messages were
exchanged during the minutes just before the accident. Shrimpy's counsel also obtained
Driver's emergency room records which showed that Driver told the emergency room
doctor that he had no recollection of what caused the accident.  

The evening before trial, as Officer Russell was walking to his car in the precinct parking
lot, Driver approached him and said, "If you testify against me tomorrow, you'll be sorry."

On the day of trial, Officer Russell appeared pursuant to a subpoena, prepared to testify. 
Kellie, the 911 caller, and Ginger, the pedestrian, could not be located after numerous
attempts by Shrimpy's counsel.

During the trial, Shrimpy's counsel sought to introduce the following evidence, in the
following sequence, and on each occasion, Driver's counsel objected on the ground of
hearsay:

1.  Officer Russell's testimony about information given to him by the 911 dispatcher;

2.  Officer Russell's testimony about what Ginger told him at the scene;

3.  Officer Russell's testimony about what Shrimpy told him about his injuries; 

4.  Officer Russell's testimony about what Driver said to him in the parking lot on the eve
of trial;

5.  Kellie's recorded 911 call;

6.  Driver's cell phone records; and

7.  Driver's medical records containing his statement he did not recall what caused the
accident.

How should the Court rule on each of the seven hearsay objections?  Please explain each
of your answers fully.

ESSAY III

Jonathan, having earned a degree in construction engineering, had an idea for retractable
window blinds made of a translucent material.  When installed, these blinds would let light
in, but would not allow heat or air conditioning to escape, thus ensuring a lighted, climate
controlled environment.  Jonathan's friends, Alexander and Nathan, thought it was a great
idea and together they formed a Georgia corporation named, appropriately, JAN
Enterprises, Inc.  Having limited funds of their own, they solicited Nathan's mother,
Barbara, as an investor in JAN.  Barbara put up seed capital of $75,000 in return for 40%
of the JAN common stock.  Making proportionate contributions to capital, Jonathan,
Alexander and Nathan each purchased 20% of the JAN common stock.



Jonathan was the incorporator for JAN, and named himself, Alexander and Nathan as the
initial members of the board of directors.  Barbara had no interest in becoming a director,
and remained only a minority shareholder.  While the board members did not have an
organizational meeting, they agreed informally to have Jonathan become president and
CEO of JAN, with Alexander and Nathan becoming vice president and secretary-treasurer,
respectively.  They agreed that they would have bylaws drawn up at a later date. 
 
Nathan, the secretary-treasurer, set up a bank account with the capital which all four of the
shareholders had contributed to JAN, but used his name on the account rather than JAN's
corporate name to facilitate the payment of bills and expenses.  No one had applied for a
tax identification number for JAN, and so Nathan associated his own Social Security
number with the bank account.  Because JAN did not have a separate corporate office,
they used Jonathan's home address as the corporate address.
 
Jonathan got to work in his garage, inventing the translucent material with which the blinds
were to be constructed.  After testing and retesting the material, Jonathan determined that
it was potentially combustible if subjected to heat above a certain degree.  He did not
believe that normal sunlight coming through an outside window would be sufficient to cause
the material to ignite, and so he did not discuss this possibility with either Alexander or
Nathan, nor with Barbara.  With the assistance of Alexander and Nathan, Jonathan
proceeded to construct a number of these blinds for test marketing; JAN sold them on a
limited basis in the Atlanta area.  

Unfortunately, the JAN blinds which were installed in one of the homes burst into flames
after being subjected to sunlight on a hot July afternoon.  While no one was injured, the fire
caused substantial damage to the house, as well as to its contents. 

As CEO, Jonathan recommended to Alexander and Nathan that JAN retain legal counsel,
anticipating that a lawsuit would be filed in connection with the fire damage resulting from
the installation of the JAN blinds.  Jonathan, on behalf of JAN, has employed your law firm
for advice, and your senior partner has asked you for answers to the following questions
under Georgia law: 

1.  Can Jonathan, Alexander, Nathan or Barbara, in their capacity as shareholders of JAN,
be held personally liable for the damages to the house in which the JAN blinds were
installed?  If so, under what legal theory or theories?   

2.  Does Barbara, as a JAN shareholder, have a claim against Jonathan, Alexander and
Nathan, or any of them, as directors and officers of JAN, in the event JAN becomes liable
to the homeowner whose house suffered the fire damage?  If so, would she be permitted
to bring a derivative claim or, in the alternative, a direct claim, against the officers and
directors?    

3.  Will your law firm have a conflict of interest if it is asked to give legal advice to Alexander
and Nathan, who were not aware of the combustible nature of the blinds, regarding their
potential liability under any of the legal theories you identified in the previous questions?

Please explain each of your answers fully.



ESSAY IV

Greg Holmes owns several homes in Humble County, Georgia, which he manages as
rental properties.  One of these homes is rented to long-term tenants Rick and Kate Brown,
who have raised their teenage daughter, Sara, in the rental home since her birth.  

The Browns planned to host a Sweet 16 birthday party for Sara and wished to hold the
party on the outdoor deck of the house.  Because the deck was too small to accommodate
the expected crowd, the Browns approached Holmes about the possibility of constructing
a larger deck.  Holmes, who appreciated having the Browns as dependable long-term
tenants, agreed to construct the larger deck.  

Holmes contacted a builder, Al Rivers, who met with Holmes and Rick Brown at the home
to discuss the project. Rivers agreed to construct the deck based on specifications provided
by Holmes and Rick Brown.  Approximately one month before the party, Rivers completed
the project. 
   
The party was well attended, and as more guests arrived, the deck became crowded with
people eating and socializing.  An hour into the party, a DJ began playing music, and Sara
and her friends began to dance.  During one of the songs, the teens began bouncing up
and down in time with the music.  Within minutes, the deck separated from the building and
collapsed to the ground 16 feet below.  

A subsequent investigation by a county building inspector revealed that Rivers had used
long wood screws to connect the deck to the house.  Applicable state and local building
codes required the use of toggle bolts rather than long wood screws when attaching a deck
to a building in the manner utilized by Rivers.

The injured parties included:

- Kate Brown, who suffered a broken leg and collarbone, was hospitalized for three days,
and missed six weeks of work;

- Molly Dorsey, Sara's 16-year-old best friend; and

- Josh Davis, a 17-year old school acquaintance of Sara, whom Sara had specifically told
not to come to the party, but who had shown up nonetheless.  

Please answer the following questions:

1.  If Kate Brown files a negligence action arising from the deck collapse:

a.  Against whom may she assert her claims?  

b.  What factors will be relevant to each defendant's liability for her injuries?



c.  What categories of damages would she be authorized to recover?

2.  If Molly Dorsey's parents, on her behalf, file a negligence action against the Browns,
what factors will be relevant to the Browns' liability?

3.  If both Molly Dorsey's and Josh Davis' parents sue the Browns on behalf of their
respective children, will Molly's claims against the Browns be more likely to succeed than
Josh's claims?  Why or why not?

Please explain each of your answers fully.


















































































